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Name of the Tool

Fact Monster : From Information Please

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0770414.html

Subject

Geography-Dictionaries

Accessibility

Free

Language

English
Published by Sandbox Networks, Inc., publishing as Fact Monster

Publisher

Brief History

Fact monster started to educate, entertain since 1998.

Scope and Coverage

Fact Monster covers different area including world (information about different
countries, world history and timeline, world memorable facts, current events, world
geography, religion, natural disasters, archive etc); U.S. ( information about U.S.
history, Government, U.S geography, Educations, laws and rights, National
landmarks, U.S cities, U.S population, Race and ethnicity, postal information,
speeches and documents, U.S state flags, U.S maps etc); Science (biology, earth
science, plants, animals, physics, chemistry, weather, astronomy and space etc);
Math (numbers, tables, money, measurements etc); Language Art (Grammar and
spelling, speaking of language, mythology etc); games; holidays and calendars;
dictionary; thesaurus; almanac; timelines; encyclopedia. “World Geography” option
represents geography glossary, encyclopedia of people and places, encyclopedia of
earth, latitude and longitude of world cities, the continents and their areas and
elevations, continental drift and plate tectonics theory, polar regions, all about
oceans, large islands of the world, principal rivers of the world, highest waterfalls of
the world, highest mountain peaks of the world, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
recent volcanic activity, families of countries etc.

Kind of Information
Under each geographical entry, detail description on geographic entity with colour
photograph is explored. Example: “Encyclopedia: Earth” includes information
about earth’s atmosphere, oceans, land, ice and snow, earth science, biosphere, axis
of earth, day and night, earth structure, earth life story, magnetosphere, plate tectonic
includes information on fractured crust, plate boundaries, supercontinent, sea-floor
spreading etc.

Special Features
 This site is not made only for providing geographical information. It also
covers historical information, geographical information, and information on
sports and game for kids etc.
 Links to InfoPlease, Funbrain, Poptropica, FamilyEducation, TeacherVision.
 This site provides homework help to children.
 World atlas, encyclopedia, dictionary,almanac, thesaurus are attached with
fact monster’s site.

Arrangement Pattern

Geographic entries are arranged categorically.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

It is useful for homework help and giving facts on thousands of subjects including
sports, entertainment, geography, history, biography, education, and health. Fact
Monster contains an encyclopedia, almanacs, games, quizzes, research tools, holiday
features, and more. High quality search engine presents in this site. This site is U.S
biased.
 Info please ( http://www.infoplease.com/)
 Geographic.org (http://www.geographic.org/)
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